Soc 231R    Social Change in Developing Societies    Spring, 2011

Class Meeting Schedule:

Dec. 8    Organizational Meeting

Jan. 18   The Dynamics and Ethical Issues of Globalization
          25    The Dynamics and Ethical Issues of Globalization
          Seminar on assigned readings

Feb. 1    Film – “Crude” with discussion
          8    The Origins of Human Spirituality
          Seminar on assigned readings
          15   The Elements of Shamanism
          22   Dr. Steve Henderson – “The Geology of Ecuador”
          Seminar on assigned readings
          “I Wish, I Wonder, I Worry”

Mar. 1    Seminar on Classical Scholarship on Shamanism
          Pre-departure details
          3    Depart for Quito, Ecuador
          12   Return to Atlanta from Quito
          22   Paper Presentations
          29   Paper Presentations

Apr. 5    Paper Presentations
          12   Paper Presentations
          19   Paper Presentations
          26   Paper Presentations